1. 74 Carolina Place/4402A/Dyokas - Screened porch addition. APPROVED

2. 198 Governors Road II/3575D/Sokolowski - Expand garage and add rooms above. DISAPPROVED

3. 60 Greenwood Forest/1657A/Manning - Replacing and expanding parking and walks. APPROVED w/CONDITIONS

4. 4 Twin Pines/5913/Zimmerman - Final plans for new SFR. APPROVED

5. 14 Marsh View/4745A/Beckmann - Final plans for additions and alterations. APPROVED

6. 201 Heritage Woods III/1000C/Jones - Revised plans for fence. APPROVED

7. 10 Beach Lagoon/5913/Topper - Revised plans for new SFR. APPROVED w/CONDITIONS

8. 8 N. Calibogue Cay/5867/Lee - Landscape plan for this new SFR. APPROVED

9. 30 Gull Point Road/1996A/Rulli - Request for time extension to complete this large addition. APPROVED